
Astronomers find new evidence that stars of all types and sizes 
will wind u p  as the faint, hot, stellar clinkers called 

WHITE DWARFS 

by Graham Berry 

An eight-year study of the faint, hot, stellar clink- 
ers called white dwarfs indicates how stars of many 
types, ages, and sizes - including our sun - will 
shrivel into white dwarfs in their old age. 

The study of white dwarfs by Jesse L. Green- 
stein, professor of astrophysics at Caltech, and a 
staff member of the Mt. Wilson and Palomar Ob- 
servatories; and Olin Eggen, formerly of the observ- 
atories and now at the Royal Greenwich Observa- 
tory in England, contains new information about 
the brightness, temperatures, sizes and surface con- 
ditions of nearly 200 of these important little stars. 
The study also supports the widely accepted theory 
of how stars evolve. 

White dwarfs are significant because they are the 
dying stars. They are white hot, even though their 
nuclear fires are extinguished, and they are small - 
about the diameter of the earth. However, they 
weigh 200,000 times more than the earth. The mat- 
ter of which they are made - a peculiar form of de- 
generate gas, enormously condensed, has a density 
of 1,000 tons per cubic inch at the center of the star. 

All the white dwarfs in the survey are compara- 
tively near because they are too faint to be seen far 
away. The farthest is about 200 light years distant. 
The brightest known are intrinsically 100 times 
fainter than the sun, while the faintest one is 30,000 
times dimmer. None is visible without a telescope. 
They were studied through the 200-inch telescope 

, at Palomar. 
Spectroscopic analysis of the light of some of the 

white dwarfs shows that their gaseous surfaces are 
composed largely of helium, while others are com- 
posed mainly of carbon. Ordinary stars are made 
largely of hydrogen, and most white dwarfs still 
have hydrogen at their surface. 

Finding helium and carbon dwarfs is evidence 
confirming the theory of stellar evolution and the 
concept that different kinds of stars wind up as 
white dwarfs. These two special kinds of dwarfs rep- 
resent the end products of two different types of 

massive parent stars. The larger, according to theo- 
ry, evolves a further step in burning fuel than does 
the smaller one, before becoming a white dwarf. In 
all of them, hydrogen fuel must be completely ex- 
hausted except at the surface. 

The theoretical picture of stellar evolution is that 
in stars of moderate size, like the sun, the nuclear 
fire goes out after the hydrogen "fuel" has been con- 
verted into helium "ashes." The more massive the 
star, the hotter the nuclear fire, the quicker it con- 
sumes its fuel, and the shorter its life. In an evolu- 
tionary stage where massive stars swell up to 100 
times the sun's diameter, the central cores reach 
temperatures of 200,000,000 degrees Fahrenheit 
and convert helium into carbon. 

After the nuclear fire is extinguished, a star must 
somehow lose a great deal of material, leaving only 
its core of "ashes" - helium, carbon, or even heavier 
elements. These eventually contract under gravity 
to become stabilized as a white dwarf. Although 
they have no nuclear fires, they continue to shine 
for billions of years as they cool off. 

The new observational data provide several di- 
rect confirmations of what happened inside the 
original stars. For example, the average white dwarf 
weighs less than the sun, while the parent stars 
weighed at least twice as much. 

The two astronomers found about an equal num- 
ber of helium and carbon-rich dwarfs among the 
smaller and more massive specimens, suggesting 
that carbon production is quite common. The com- 
position of a few of the most massive white dwarfs 
is still a mystery. They show no spectral "finger- 
prints," no atomic lines or molecular bands to dis- 
close their chemical composition. These stars prob- 
ably have made even heavier elements, and have 
very high pressures, even in their outermost atmos- 
pheres. 

Additional evidence supports the theory that 
white dwarfs evolve from stars of many sizes and 
ages. Some white dwarfs were formed only a few 
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m e  by the sun at up to 200 miles a secon 
from the remote areas of the galaxy, or ev 

wed to have formed at the same time, only a f e ~  
ion years ago. The one white dwarf amon 

However, in the Hyades Cluster, who hese brighter ones appear to be younger stars, per- 
some 200 million vears old. no fewer th aps still in the urocess of evolving, or still losing 

Because they are nearby, their motion thro 
space is detectable as a movement across the s 
When observers of such star movements note a bl 
is11 object, they ~iispect it to he a white dwarf e dwarf descen 
Eggen and Greenstein definitelv confirmed man less catastrophic pr -- 
these by colors and eutsch, staff member of the Mt. 

Still another met ervatories, has suggested th 
surveys among fai a large fraction of their m 
The maioritv of faint st e dwarfs are considered the d 
dwarfs. Many of these faint b erse, Drs. Greenstein and Eggen b 
to be slow-moving white dwarfs 

An important result of the E 
vev is  roof that white dwa lity. Even the faintest known ot the . . 
kinds ol' 3 t . i ~  popiilatioiis. Slo\v-mo\~iii~ ,tars l)rIoiig tit- still quiiti; strons;, still ~'hitc-hot,  wit11 siirfiire 
to the yoiiiii; population found in  the spiral anus of te111per:itines of 6,000degrces. 
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